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.. _batract

/se/
A theory of auxiliary discharge thermionic energy converters

is presented. Using _his theory, it is possible to predict a convertt;rWs

current-vc,_age characteristics as functions of auxi!iary dischargecurrent, aumliarydischarge voltage, and geometry. It is also possible
to predictthe resistive voltage drop across the plasma as a function of

I load current. Auxiliary discharge converter current-voltage charac-teristics were measured with auxiliary discharge current and voltage
as parameters. Thes_ measurements are presented and compared with
theoretical predictions. Quantitative agreement between theory and

I experiment has bee,', obtained so far. In particular, the relatively low
auxiliary discharge currents and low auxiliary discharge powers ob-

I served in the e:_periments appear consistent with theory.
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!
I I. Thecry of an Auxiliary Discharge

Thermionic Energy Converter

I Description of Device

The physical model of the auxiliary discharge energy converter

I discussed in this paper consists of an em£tter of area A e facing a col-
lector of area A c, the two surfaces being parallel and separated by a

i distance d of the order of a millimeter. In the mid-plane between theseelectrodes there is a thin wire configuration which serves as an auxiliary

electron emitter. This system operates in an atmosphere of a noble gas

I at a pressure p of the order of 1 Torr. The auxiliary electron emitter

is made negative by a potential V a, with respect to the main electrodes.

I _Vith V slightly larger than the ionization potential of the noble gas, a
a

Laugmuir mode discharge is created between the auxiliary emitter and

I the ,,ther electrodes. This auxiliary discharge eco_mmically provides
the positive ions required for _he space-charge neutralization of the

load cub'rent flowing between the main electrodes. General discussionof the ad\-antages and of the optimum operating conditions (temperature)

for good e_'ficiency of such an auxiliary discharge thermiouic euergy

converter c_n be found in prior publications. 1,2 The purpose of this

paper is to present a more detailed theoretical and experimental j
/

treatment of th'. gas discharge processes and plasma characteristics j
of this type of dtvice. Of particular significance will be the theoretical

"T

i and experimental determination of the required auxiliary discharge

power, and of the IAasma resistance or plasma potential drop.

•- A schematic _f the system considered is shown in Fig. 1. The

-_ potential distributions of practical interest correspond to space-charge-

limited operation of th¢ main emitter and are shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

Figures 2 (a) and 3 (a) c'epictthe potential in a plane perpendicular to

the main electrodes, where it is not perturbed by the auxiliary emitter.

2 and 3 (b) show the distribution in similar
Figures (b) potent:_al a plane

pasaing t_rough an auxiliary emitting wix'e. It will be shown that the

-!

i
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I Fig, 1 Schematic of the auxiliary dis-: charge thermionic converter.
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"_- _/EM!TTER'_ "ref_' _ "kl " "/'EMITTER _

1._ v, vp vp vc

' I V = _C-_)e+Vd Vp= RESISTIVE POTENTIALDROP IN PLASMA

"_ I Vd= Vp-Ve-Vc _e = EMITTER WORK FUNCTIONVe = EMITTER SHEATH VOLTAGE
-'; (ABSOLUTE VALUE) __c = C_LLECTOR WORK

FI,;NCTION
C_ Vc = COLLECTOR SHEATH
_=, I' VOLTAGE (ABSOLUTE VALUE)

!
_Y

_|.; Fig. 2:. Potential distribution in an auxiliary
discharge thermionic converter for

J_ I zon sheath at collector.
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L ......

I V = _C-_e+Vd Vp= RESISTIVE POTEr"TI_'
DROP IN PLASM_

_= Vp-Ve*Vc _= EMI'rTER ,IVORKFU;,C ....

I Ve • EMITTER SHEATH VOLTAGE

(APSOLUTE VALUE) _c = COLLECTOR _,' *
vc • COLLECTORSHEATH FUNCT'O_,,

" l VOLTAGE(ABSOLUTE VALUE)

l F_g. 3. Potentia_ distribution in an auxiliary ,b-_charge_,, thermionic converter for electron _he:_th at

i'- collector.
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I transition from the potential distribution of Fig. 2 to that cf Fig. 3

_'i occurs with increasing load current; the transition condition between

I Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 (zero collector sheath) will be seen to correspond
! approximately to the most favorable operating conditions of the con°

verter. In order to determine the convertertr I-V (current-voltage)

characteristics as functions of auxiliary discharge current and of

!_ geometry, it is necets_r} to determine the sheath potentials as

i I functionaofthe.se parameters. This will now be done by using the con-

ditions of conservation of electrons and of ions.

I Theoretical Assumpti.on.s

_ The following assumptions are made for the analyr.is given below:

" | 1. Uaiferm electron and ion density outside of sheaths (i. e. ,

density independent of p_sition in plasma).

"_ I 2. Uniform electron temperature (i.e., electron temperature
_' irdependent of position).

i [ While it wJ.ll be apparent from the equation of conservation of
_ energy that the assmnp_ion of uniform electron temperature is not

I rigorously correct, this assumption stillremains an acceptable approx.-imat_on because the a_tual electron temperature gradients will be ,_een

! I to be relatively small, The assumption of uniform electron density alsois not rigorous._y correct. However, because ion generation is relatively

_ uniform throughout the plasma volume and because the ion sinks also

t are relatively uniformly distributed (main electrodes, auxiliary emitter,

and side of gap between main electrodes), the assun_ption ofu ¢,form

I density is expected to be reasonably good,
Conservaticn of Electrons

Under the above approximations and with the potential distribution

shown in Fig. 2, the condition for the conservation of electrons becomes

.I I"I I'
I
I
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I where Ae - main emitter area

I A c = main c@llector area

Je_ =- electron saturation current d_nsity at main emitter

I Ve ---- main emitter sheath voltage (absolute value)

I V c - collector sheath ¢oltage (absolute value}
E - electronic charge

I k =- Boltzmann constant

T c - electron temperature

I n -- electron density in plasma

_'c --- mean {thermal} electron v_-locity

I The load current IL equals the electron current reaching the collector

7 and, for a Maxwellian electrc._velocity distribution, is given by

/'n,L\ ( r ' Vcl)

t . 'L-- t-v-)IAc exp[-_r_j/, <2>
t,leemitter saturation current is

I Is = Ae Je( ' (3}

I and the plasma electron °irandomi' current density is

E n E v E

JPc = " 4 " " (4)

I Thus eq. (1) can be rewritten in the simplified form

F , v e]

I
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! From eqs. (1) and (Z), it follows that
J

I V = in ,,, s 16)e e JP_ _'

and

I From eqs. (3) and (4), the conditions under which the potential distri-

bution in Fig. 2 exists are seen to be defined by

> A + I L (8)Is - e JP¢

I and

I IL _ Ac JPE (9)

It will be seen !a_er that the requirements (ii) and (9) should usuallybe satisfied for practicaloperating conditions. With eqs. (6) and (7), it

new is possible to write the complete relat'_'on between the collector-

emitter voltage V and the load current I L. This voltage V is defined as

the electrostatic potential difference between the Fermi levels of the

collector and the endtter with generator operation:
V < 0 for

V = - _ '- 1L Rp c In e JP_ , (10)c c A'c JPc' + I'L

where Rp is the plasma .resistance. Equation (10) will be used in the

evaluation of experimental results to deterr.aine the plasma resistance

I from the slope dV/dI and the current I of the I-V characteristic inRp

that part of the characteristic where the potential di "tribution of Fig. 2

I applies, i.e., where eqs. (8) and(9)are satisfied.

1966003702-012
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I Conse rvatio_ of Ion___s

In eq. (10), which determines the I-V characteristic of an aux-

I iliary discharge converter, the random electron plasma current densityJp_
still is an unknown. Therefore, to completely determine the I-V

t characteristic, an additional relation between Jpe and the load current

is required. This relation will be 2upplied as a function of auxiliary

i discharge parameters and geometry by the condition of conservationof io-s together with the condition for plasma neutrality.

The condition for conservation of ions states that the rate of

ion generation equals the rate of ion loss, The rate of ion generation is

aN I / ,, I a

I where

v -= ratio of cross section for ionization to total inelastic

I collision cross sec'_i_n

p - gas pressure. Tort

I Pi = ionization "probability" (normalized)

i ! - effective length of electron trajectory for ionization, cm

Ia - auxiliary discharge current, amperes.

I For the potential distribution in Fig. Z, the rate of ion loss is

: given by, :
" _ _ n_.-_aA+--gaA +_A +--_.A exp [-_T--_] .

:': loss on collector loss by diffusion through _12)

:' i side of gap between col-"_ lector and main emitter

.:" loss on auxi;iary emitter loss on main emitter

t

:|
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I
I where

n = positive ion density in plasma, outside of pre-sheaths
P

! -v = ienrnean thermal velocity in vicinity of collector
pc
v _= ion naeaa _hermal velocity in vicinity of emitter

pe

I Vpg -_- ion mean thermal velocity in vicinity of side of gapT - ion terc.perature in vicinity of main emitter
pe

- _rea of side of gap between collector and main emitter;

| Ag for disk-shaped emitter and collector of radius R and

separation d, A = 2_" Rd.

Because of the planar geometry of main e_aitter and collector,

the ion drift toward these electredes is essentially one dimensional; the

I pre-sheatharea, the sheath area, and the electrcde area are approxi-
mately equal. Hence, with n being the ion density iu the plasma out-

P

j side of the pre-sheath, it _s rppropriate to use the true mean thermalion velocities in the plasma, as defined above, to express the rates of

ion loss at the collecter and at the main emitter in eq. (1 2).

At the auxiliary emitter, howex, er, a cylindrical geometry and

converging ion drift motion exist° Therefore, if A is the "effective"a

defined the of the sheath around theauxiliary emitter area, _rea

auxiliary emitter, the effect c_the electric fields of the pre- sheath on

I the ion drift toward _he auxiliary emitter has to be taken into account.

This can be done by defining "_l:_t_ as an "effective" ion mean thermal
velocity cor.-espending to the electron temperature rather than to the

ion temperature. 3 For this reason, v andA are defined as follows,
pat a

for eq. (lZ) and ff,:

_ = "effective" ion mean thermal velocity _.t auxiliary emitter
pa

sheath edge, equal to the ion meanthermal velocity corre-

I sponding te the ele,'tron temperature

A -- "effective" auxitiary emitter area, equal to the sheath&

I area.
Expressing the condition of ct#nservation ef ions by equating the

l right members of eq. (II) and (17), taking_ __ substituting
pg pc '

Vpe/_pc = Tpe/Tpc and-;pa/_pc -_ T /Tpc, and solwng for npleadsto

| 10

i ,
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I vpP.£I

I _'c Ag ° ,

(1-_)

where T is the ion temperature "n vicinity of collector.
pc

l Equation (13)may be re-written in ter4ms of the random plasmaelectron current Ipc = A c Jp_ = A c (c nE v'-/ available at the collector

sheath by using the condition for plasrra neutrality n o = n(. Substituting

I _'- M

Ipc ¢ -. (14)

T .,. .,, [- ,vo-1
I+_ c X_c

" L PJ
V e can be eliminated from eq. (14) by means ofeq. (6). This yields

i with

Ae 3Pc = X-" IPc '
c

i
T__cM• Ipc

_ a A T A a A -I L Ipc

_i! _+-_+ A+ �+-_ c c • pc c "_L

(is)
Equations (I0) and (15) constitute a set of two parametric equa-

tions with Jp, and Ipc = A c Jp_, respectively, as parameters; these

I equations uniquely determine the relation between the converter voltage V

1966003702-015



and the load current !L (I-V characteristic) whei: the conditions of
eqs. (8) and (9) are satisfied (potential distribution of Fig. 2). This

system o, two equations could be solved numerically by con%puter to
yield fan i_.ies9f complete I-V characteristics. Rather than doing

i this, h._-,ever, it is more useful to relate analytically the load current
IL to the auxiliary discharge current Ia for specific and characteristic

operatinM points on the I-V characteristic, choosing these points to

I be of prac_Ical significance. This will be done in the next section.

i Optimum Load Current Versus Auxiliary Discharge Currept
The optimum lo'adcurrent at which it is desirable to operate

the type of converter discussed in this paper is approximately that

I ccrresponding to zero collector sheath voltage. _' It is therefore of

interest to evaluate the load current ILo corresponding to zero collector

I sheath voltage as a function of auxiliary discharge current. The load

current ILo for zero callec_or sheath voltage is given by

I ILo = Ac JP, o = Ipo , (16)

I
whe re

I = value of 3pe for V = 0
3PE o c

Ipo =- val_e oflpc _or V c = O.

I By introducing eq. (16) into eq. (15), the following expression is found

for ILo:

]

I $It will be shown farther on that making the collector positive with
respect to the plasma (potential distribution of Fig. 3) reduces the

I rate of iou loss beck.use of ion reflection at the collector -.heath.The penalty paid for this advantage is however a loss of generator
voltage which tends to off-set the improvement of auxiliary discharge

i efficiency gained by operating with _uch a potential distribution.

12
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I

i •vpP. l

ILo _ _pc

I (17)
Because the point where V = 0 is not readily identified on anc

i experimental I-V characterisl!c, eq. (17) is not particularly useful for
experimental verification of the present theory. Another equation te-

l fating the load current to the auxiliary discharge current at an experi-
mentally identifiable point will therefere be derived later. However0

I because ILo is in the vicinity ef the optimum load current for maximumefficiency, itis ef interest te use eq. (17) for attheoretical prediction

of the corresponding power'censumption of the auxiliary discharge.

I As a numerical example for eq. (17), we specify the follewing

typical numerical values corresponding to operations with argon gas

I at optimum pressure {about 2 Terr for a l-ram spacing between main
emitter and collector):

I v = O.4 / which means that the gas pressure is high enoughP Pi I = 1 for practically all auxiliary discharge electrons to

• I / tOcellectedeXperienceerie inelastic cellision before being
2 2

Ag/A c = 0.05 for Ac = 20 cmzandAg = 1 cm
I = 0.5 forA = 10 cmAe/Ac •

A a = O. 12_ /A c

|' T E = 2000°K
T = 750°K
pc

I Tpe = 1500eK

: 1 + _c _" 1.5; ILo : _ Is; • - = 270 for argon.

: 13

!
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Under these conditions, which prevail at._n auxiliary discharge voltage

of about Z0 V in argon, eq. {15) yields

ILo (0.4)(Z70)(I.6) --90 .
T -_- _q

a 1 + 0.05 + 0.16 + --2-

The corresponding auxiliary discharge power expenditure is

a a a a ILo "

Normalized in terms of watts per ampere of load current,
]
I

Pa Va 20

]
-T-

a

I
Thie figure, obtained for argon with realistic design parameters, is

i azceptably low. It can be reduced further by a factor of about Z bysubstituting xenon for argon, because of the higher mass and lower

ionization potential of xenon.

Maximum Load Current Versus Auxiliary Discharge Current

I A quantity readily identified on an experimental I-V character-Tmax which can flow for a givenistic is the maximum load current -L

auxiliary discharge current I . In order to verify experimentally the

I max .

a

present theory, it is necessary to predict the theoretical value of IL /I a
as a function of the saturation current I available at the emitter and

to compare this theoretical prediction with measureme_'_ts.

As the converter,_oltage V is increased, starting from open

I circuit with tb_ potential distribution of Fig. Z, the collector sheath

I SAccording our sign conventions, increasing may mean decreasing
to V

absolute value of load voltage, because V < 0 for generator operation

(see Figs. 2 and 3).

| 2" _)
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voltage decreases in absolute value, becomes zero, and changes sign

to result in x potential distribution of the type shov_ in Fig. 3. As tile

collector becomes positive with respect to the plasma, ions from the

plasr.la are reflected by the collector sheath. This tends to reduce the

rats of ion loss and, for constant auxiliary discharge current, thus

increases the plasma density. As the collector voltage is increased

further, the ion loss on the collector becomes negligible and the plasma

J density becomes maximum and independent of further voltage increases.

This results in a family of I-V characteristics of the type shown in

J Fig. 4. The maximum load current for a given auxiliary discharge
current corresponds to the maximum attainable plasma density because

I the load current equals the total random plasma current available atthe collector as soon as the collector potential exceeds the p!asma

potential. Thus ILaX corresponds to negligible ion loss on the collector.

I The rate of ion loss then is found by suppressing the first _erm in the

right member of eq. (12_. The corresponding plasr_la density is found

I by suppressing the term A c in the denominator of the right member of

eq. (13). Since the maximum load current is equal under these condi-

I tions to the random plasma current Ipc, I_ ax iB found by substituting

iL_axm__= ip c in eq. (15) and suppressing the first term of the denonuinator

of the right member of this same equation. This yields

T.-= ................ P, __..• - T /_

[ *'d-F-r t * rt/
_ c i pc c v pc ,cL s \ c/j

i! This equation will be ased in Section II for comparison withexperimental results. It is of furt_r interest to compare eqs. (17) and

(18) to determine in which pa_t of an I-V characteristic the potential

? distribution corresponds to Fig. 2 a_d in which part it corresponds to

Fig. 3. By definition of ILo (load current for zero collector sheath

:!_ I 15
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Fig. 4. Current-voltage characteristics with

I auxiliary discharge current I as aparameter, a

I
I
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!
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voltage), the potential distribution corresponds to Fig. 2 for IL < ILo

and to Fig. 3 for I L > ILo. Because Tmax '"L ,_ directly measurable, it

is o/interest to express ILo as a function °fTmaX-L , From eqs. (17)

snd (18),

IT,. Xlc+ ' A-'c+'_ __ L@ + Ac/J

T( ' Aa e
I_ I + + _[.-- + +c o

(19)

This equation can be solved by numerical or graphical methods.

" In the case wh_re

l
Tmax |

, "L < .......A'
e

I +_-
' C

I and

"_ I Aa

"5- ] an approximate analytical solotion is obtained by observing that

_ ILo < I max-L and T > which makes_ t Tpe'

c [

I Because _/'Tpe/Tpc -< Z in practical cases, eq. (19)then can be
simplified as follows:

I

4,< I
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: (19a)

Eq1_ation (19) and/or (19a-_ will be useful in determining the

region in experimentaII-V characteristics (i.e,, IL _ ILo ) to w_ich

eqs. (10) and (15) apply. Tlris v411 be of particular interes_ - Sectio,i II

for the eval_tiqn of the plasma resialtan,/ceRp _rom experimental I-V

characteristic s.

Plasma Re sist_vity

I There are two contribu_._o_s to the plasma resistivity p: that
aris:ag from the electron.neutral collisions Peo' and that resulting

t from the electron-ion colljs_ns Ptp' Thus

t P = Pee + Pep ' (Z,0)

Iu applications of practical it._terest and in the experiments

,_ reported below, noble games exhibiting the Ramsauer effect are used,

The electron-neutral mean free bath _.l',en is relatively long and is

i equal to or larger than th? emitter-collector _£acing. For this re_son,
the contribution of Peo is relatively unimportant and w_.ll be neglected

he nce forth.The electron-ion mean _ree path however may be shorter than

the distance between emitter and collector. The qu,_ntity p_p t!len can

I be evaluated from Sp_tzerls equation _

I PGp = 6.53 x lO 3 InA.T_/_ ..... n-c._ .
|

I
m 18
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where _n A "_ 6 (slowly varying function of n and T ). HenceE E

39 x 103

--_ Pep = T3/2 f2-cm . (21)
E

Values derived from eq. (ZI) wil! be compared with experimental

rer, ult_ for the plasum resistivity.

Cou_ervation of Energy and Electron Temperature

It in seen in eq. (21) that the electron temperature is of pre-

domirmnt impertance in determining the plasma resistivity; it is also

of importance in determining sheath _otentials and I-V characteristics

: (see eq. (10)). The electron temperature _ill therefore be evaluated.

To this end, the equation of conservation of energy is written for the

electrons in the plasrna between emitter and co11¢ctor sheaths. This
equation states that the electron energy flow into the plasma equ&ls the

I electron energy flQw out of the plasma. The assumptions made in thisderivation are as follows:

I. NegLigible energy transfer from electrons to ions or neL_trals.

2. Near Maxwellian electron velocity distribution, char-',cter-

ized by a temperature 7 (x), _vhich is a function of distance
!
| x from the emitter sheath.

3. Negligible energy transfer between fast electrons of the

auxiliary discharge and slow electrons from the main
e_itter.

Under these conditions, the- power flow into the plasma betweenx = 0 at_d x = x is, for the potential distribution in Fig. 2,

P. = I e + IL V(x) : 12_)
_:, m _n _ /

- [ where

lin = the electron current injected into the plasma through

• | the emitter sheath
|

i
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T e = the electron temperature at the emitter sheath and is

equal to the emitter temperature

V(x) _ the difference in plasma potential between the edge of

the emitter sheath (plane x = O) and the plane x = x at

which the electron ten_.perature _ (x) is evaluated; V(x)

i_ the potential difference needed to maintain the flow

of the load current IL through the plasma resistance

e_Asting between the planes 0 and x,

The power flow out of the plasma is

Pout :' IPe • �ILL\ T '

where Ipe is the randozn piasma electron current returning from the

plasma to the emitter through the emitter sheath.

t The equation of conservation of electrons states that

t Ii n --_ Ipe + I L •

I Equating these power flows, P. and P and eliminating I.In out' In

by means of this last equation leads to

!
k T(_. k T __I ,_ e + . (z3}6 (

I
!

I

| zo
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#
In particular, the electron temperature T _t the collector is_C

k T k T VpEC e
+ -- (z4)

¢ 2 "

Because the temperature difference AT = T - T will beEC e

seen to be smaller in general than T e, it is legitimate to u_e !or the

uresent considerations an average electron temperature T defined by" E

i
= -.l'r e ¤•T 2 cc

According to this definition and to the above equations

(Zsl
T = Te + 7_ T "

This value of T t _iven by eq. (Z5) can be introduced into eq. (Z1) to

obtain a first order approximation for the plasma resistance between

emitter and collector. It also can be introduced into eq. (10) for a
i

first order evaluation of I-V characteristics and into eqs. (17) and (18)

for _n evaluation of the relation between load current and a_xiliary

I di scharge current.

SA more rigorous derivation would be obtained by defining T_ as the
temperature of electrons drifting with an average velocity u, the
velocity distribution beirlg Maxwellian tn the frame of reference

moving at this velocity u. Defining and as the values of u at
u o u X

the planes 0 .-=,,dx, respectively, we would then obtain instead of

eq. (23)

-...--..-=--,, + V(x)- _ x " " ¢Z3a)

i The difference between and r,_sults from the difference(23) (Z3a)eq.

in the definition of Tt for the derivation of these two equations. For
the derivation of eq. (23), T E is an equivalen* emperature representing

: i the total kinetic energy contained in both the random and the drift
| mot o_f the electrons. This definition, although son,e----what artificial,

is mare suitable to the present approximate theory than the more

- i ri|oroui definition leading to eq. (23a).
|

| ,-1

!
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LI. Experimental Results

.M_a_remen_s of Load Current Versus Auxiliary Discharge Current

The measure._nents reported here were performed with auxiliary

discharge converter experimental tubes having Philips "B" dispenser
Z

emitters w_.th an area of I. 3 am and molybdenum collectors of the same

area. The spacings between the mair, electrodes were set at Z or Z. 5 mm

for each of the several tubes investigated. The auxiliary electron emitter
Z

was a 0. 005-inch tungsten wire, w_th an area of approximately 0o lZ cm ,

shaped somewhat like a sine wave; it was located in the central plane

between the electrodes. The tube atmosphere was argon %ionization

potential 15.7 V) at a pressure of 0.8 Torr. The auxiliary discharge

voltage V a war kept fixed at 2G V.

The data were taken from families of I - V characteristics, recorded

on film, obtaire4 with the circuit shown schematically in Fig. 5. All three

electrodes could be heated with 60-cycle ac or half-wave 60-cycle ac. The

sweep voltage in the load circuit also could be either full-wave or haLf-wave

60-cycle ac of controllable voltage. When the sweep voltage was half-wave,

it Was 180 ° out af phase with the half-wave voltages on the electrode heaters.

Tl_ FCldltps cathodes were operated at around 1200Oc, and load

currents higher than 30 A were sometimes recorded. The collector temper-

atures held such to back-emission A typical
were as keep negligible.

family of I - V characteristics is shown in Fig. 6 for a t_be with Z. 5-am

.max corresponding
spacing. From these curves the maximum load current l L
to each auxiliary discharge current I is plotted as a function of the auxiliary

a

I &_scharge current in the lower curve in Fig. 7. The upper curve in Fig. 7is for a similar set of data on a tube with a 2-am interelectrode spatting and

a larger emitter saturation current.

I , To compare these experimental data with theory, the theoretical

Imax -
values of L /l a predicted for the experimental conditions are obtained by

I means eq. (18), yields, A e A c
of which for
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I Fig. 5. Schematic of circuit for obtaining current-
voltage characteristics.
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Fig. O. Current-voltage characteristics of an
auxiliary discharge thermionic c_nverter.
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I

, i,molvp ,,
lira _/_a = ._/_ A a

i and

I ( pc

/ ,.max: 1/2 I --_+ A :
_L s A c c

I The following numerical values are introduced into these equations in

accordance with the conditions of our experiments:

I v = 0.4

I (P Pil) =' I (p: 0.8 Torr; P. = 3,I for argon at a discharge

voltage of ZO VJ
I = Z70E

T _ 500°K

] pc
T _ 2000°Kc

I Tp e _ lO00°K

A = 0.8 cm 2 for d = 2 mm; 1 cro 2 for d = 2.5 mm

[ = z=A = t.3 cm
Ac e

2

I ._ O. 16 cm .
A a

The value of I implicitly taken above is substantially larger than

I the distance between the auxiliary emitter and the other electrodes because

of random walk caused by elastic scattering of the auxiliary discharge

I
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l
i electrons by the neutral gas. The mean free path for elastic collisions

of electrons at 20 eV with argon atoms at 0o 8 Torr is indeed only about

• 0.2 ram. The probability for an auxiliary discharge electron to make an

J inelastic collision thus is about unity, which is expressed by taking

pPi ! = 1 with v = 0,4.|
| The value oz T N Z000OK is higher than the emitter temperaturee

• T e _ 1500°K because of 5oule heating of the electrons in the plasma,

; _ which is consistent with eq. (ZS).
The values af P. = 3 and v = 0.4 were obtained from the data ofz

W. Bleakney _'7 and by the extrapolation of the data of M. J. Druyvesteyn
: and F. M. Penning. 8,7

The value A a _---0.16 crn 2 for the effective auxiliary emitter area

includes the sheath thickness and is an ar_rage value applying for a sheath

voltage of Z0 V and a density between 1012 and 1013 ions/cm 3, which is

I the range of plasma densities corresponding to the experimental conditions.

{The area of the wire itself of the auxiliary emitter is about 0. _2 cm . )

I The values used for the ion temperature Tpc and Tpe at the
._ collector and at the emitter_ respectively, are somewhat more uncertain

I and are educated guesses. They are taken to be about equal to the gas
temperature, which is assumed to be somewhat below the temperature of the

!i I closest electrode because the bulk of the gas is at room temperature. Thus,with an emitter temperature of 1500oK, the ion temperature close to the

emitter is taken to be about 1000_. The collector temperature being of

! the order of 750°K in these experiments, the ion temperature Tpc close
:_ to the collector is taken to be about 5O0°K. It is plausible that gas

_ temperature gradients do exist within the experimental device because the

neutral mean free path is much smaller than the distance between electrodes.

I _"'It also is plausible that the ion and neutral gas temperatures are about equal
because the ion-neutral collision mean free path is much smaller than the

_ I electrode spacing and because energy transfer in an ion-neutral collision is_i quite effective due to the near equal mass of the colliding particles.
/

i!!
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max -* 0 and to
The theoret_.al values of I L /I a cozresponding to I a

I_ ax = I/2 I s are obtained using the _bove numerical values in the

preceding two equations. Thes_ theoretical values are shown in Table I,

i where they are also compared with the experimental values obtained from

the curves in Fig. 7.

TABLE I
.max..

Comparison of Theoretical and Measured Values of IL /I a\

Saturation Current _ = 10 A I = 18 A

Electrode Spacing d' : _. 5 mm d = 2 mm
,, L,, J ,

Tmax- 1/2 I"_ 0 Tmax- I/Zl I L andIa-_0 "L -Load Current IL and Ia "L - s

[ _max/.
IL /ha (theory} 212 89 250 95

max

IL /Ia (measured) 240 90 400 180

I Considering the uncertainty as to the exact values of v, To, Tpc and Tpe,the agreement between theory and experiment for these important ratios

is seen to be satisfactory, thus supporting the theory developed above and

l provi_ling an adequate verification of eqs. (17) and (18).

It is seen from these results that high ratios of Imax/I ' _nd ofL • a

I ILo/I a are to be expected in the opera_tion of the auxiliary discharge con-

verter $ and are confirmed by experiments. It is seen, in particular, that

i it is possible to obtain Under practical conditions, with argon, useful load

!
i , LL ,m,

I This same resuIt applles to Gabor's auxiliary discharge con,_er.._t.a with
minor mo_iflcations. It should account for the high values of _£_'_/I a
observed by Gabor in his device, without his speculation on h_,pothetical

I reflections of slow ions from conducting walls. 9
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currents about I00 times larger than the auxiliary discharge current.

With the auxiliary discharge volt_tge of Z0 V used for argon, this amount:

to an auxiliary discharge power expenditure of the order of 0.2 W/A of

useful load current. With gases of higher atomic weight and lower ioniza-

tion potential, this auxiliary discharge power can be reduced further.

! Earlier experiments 10 performed with xenon, show a reduction of 50_

of the auxiliary discharge power, in comparison with that needed with

I argon. This indicates that an auxiliary discharge power as low as
0.1 W/A of load current is feasible.

J Measurements of Plasma Resistance

These measurements have been performed with tubes identical to

J those described above, except that the emitter-collector spacing was

_: reduced to d = I mm for some of the resistance measurements, For

the tubes with d = I ram, the auxiliary emitter consisted of a number of
0.005-in, parailel tungsten wires, spaced 1/16 in. from one another,

J located in the central plane between main emitter and collector, with
an effectiee emitting area of about 0.3 cm_; the gas atmosphere was argon

at a pressure of 2 Torr.

i To obtain the plasma resistance RI_ from the I-V characteristics,

use was made of eq. (10). This equation provides the relation between

I he current IL, the voltage V, and the plasma resistance Rp. but ithas

the undesirable feature of including the difference (_c " _e ) between the

I collector and the emitter work functions. In order to eliminate this
I

,: quantity (not directly measured in our experiments), it is possible to

i_ _ consider dV/dl instead of V. Defining

|

I V =-

i-!,
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and differentiating eq. (10), with A e = A c, le_ds to

(z61

where Ipc = Ipe-- Ip for A e = A . All the quantities in eqo (Z6) arcc

directly obtainable from our experiments, except the normalized electron

temperature V( and the rate dKp/dI L. The normalized electron temper-

ature Y could be ,.-easured by appropriate probes in tbe tubes, but this

has not been done yet. However, V cer be obtained in first approximationE

by means of eq. (Z5):

kT

V m c _ E + 1 ILRp

t where kTe
E = -- = constant _- 0. !3 V for T = 1500°K .

e E •

!

| ILR p = Vp.

t The quantity dRp/dI in eq. (26) will be obtained from the theoretical curves

ll predicted by eq. (21}. Then, from eqs. (Z5) arid(Z6),

!
!

I _This differentiation _s performed in assuming that Ip is independent of IT.
While this is not rigorously correct, this is an acceptable slmplifica_ion--

I for the conditions to which this theory applies and for the eJcperimental con-ditions to be considered, i.e., when I L _ ILo and Ij.,o< I s (1 +Ae/Ac). In-
spection of eq. (15) indicates that und-_r these condiY[ons Ip is only a slowly

I varying function of IL and that the above simplification appears admissible.

I 3O
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dv [2,L ip]dR [ s¥ 1
ILp=

5+1[ IL I Ip ]4 IL + Ip + In IL{IT + ip), (27)

This equation wi!l be used to obtain the plasma resistance R F from the

experimental ! o V curves like thcse shown in Fig. 5. These experimental

values of Rp are then compared with the values predicted theoretzcaily

: , by eq, (Z1). To use this latter equation, it is necessary to make the

sub st':tutio n

d
: B.p = A P '

c

! where

I d ; interelectrode spacing (2.5 mm or 1 ram)
Z

- 1.3 cm
A c

and T is used as given by eq. (25). Then, from eqs. (21) and (Z5),• E

d O. 67 _ 128)
; Rp - A 1 + 1.931LRP

= 1

1 A comparison of the theoretical values of Rp derived from eq. (28)

" I and the corresponding experimental values of Rp given by the I - V
characteristics and by eq. (27) ts disl:layed in Fig. 8 for (Curve A} an

emitter-collector spacing of d = 2.5 mm, an auxiliary discharge current

_ [ = = 10A;(Curve B) anIa 50 mA, and a aaturation emitter current I s

_ emitter_collector spacing d = 1 ram, I : 120 mA, and I = 35 A.
*" a s

!-,- In view of the rather crude assumptions upon which the theory is

based, agreement between theory and experiment is seen to be adequate.
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Fig. 8. l_lasma resistance versus load
current.
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i III. Concl_sions
The above theoretical as well as experimental results indicate that

I in the auxiliary discharge converters considered, a pla_,ma potential drop
Vp of the order of 0.2 to 0.3 V exists, at net emitter current densities

of 5 to l0 A/cm 2 with an emitter-collector spacing of l ram. The correspond-! ing auxiliary discharge power expenditure for approximately optzmum load

current (IL"- ILo _'_1/2 tL'max' in our experiments) is of the order of 0.2 W/A

i of load current, with argon, for a favorable auxiliary emitter configuration.

With xenon, this should bscome as !ow as 0.1 W/A, corresponding to an

• i _.quivalent loss of output voltage of Pa/ILo = O. 1 V. Assuming that none of
the ohmic el,.*ctron heating power fed into the plasma by the resistive plasma

I potential drop Vp is recovered in the collector sheath (i.e,, assuming
IL = IL_), the total po_¢er e.xpended in plasma heating and ionization then is

i ex_prelsed by the sum of Vp and Pa/ILo. The conclusion of our work sofar is that this sum can be held to approximate1_y 0.3 to 0.4 eV, for net

emitter current densities of the order of 5 to 10 A/cm _, _n the type of

I auxiliary discharge thermionic energy converter which we have inv_-stigated.

This is an acceptable value a:_dindicates the feasibility of this conce._t of

i thermionic energy converlim..

!

l!
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Appendix

For the sake of comp)eteness, the equations derived from the

coadition of conlervation el electrons and applicable to the potential

distribution of Fig. 3 are given below:

Equation (I) i_ r_placed by

[_
Equation (2) is replaced by

(-)E n v E

: IL E• = 4' Ac . (Za)

Equations (3) to (6) remain unchanged; eq. (7) is replaced by

I eq. (2a), which may be rewritten

IL : JPE ' (Ta)z_ C

t While the collector sheath potential does not appear explicitly in eq.
(Ta), it st_!l is determinec_ by eq. (Ta) because JPc is a function V c.

l
I
I
!
I
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